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Abstract 
Graphene-based materials (GBMs) have displayed tremendous promise for use as neuro-interfacial 
substrates as they enable favorable adhesion, growth, proliferation, spreading and migration of 
immobilized cells.  Herein we report the first case of the differentiation of Mesenchymal Stem Cells 
(MSCs) into Schwann Cell (SC) like phenotypes through the application of electrical stimuli from a 
graphene-based electrode.  Electrical differentiation of MSCs into SC like phenotypes is carried out 
on a flexible, inkjet-printed graphene interdigitated electrode (IDE) circuit that is made highly 
conductive (sheet resistance < 1 kΩ/☐) via a post-print pulse-laser annealing process. MSCs 
immobilized on the graphene printed IDEs and electrically stimulated/treated (etMSCs) displayed 
significant enhanced cellular differentiation and paracrine activity above conventional chemical 
treatment strategies [~85% of the etMSCs differentiated into SCs like phenotypes with ~80 ng/mL of 
nerve growth factor (NGF) secretion vs. 75% and ~55 ng/mL for chemically treated MSCs (ctMSCs)].  
These results help pave the way for in vivo peripheral nerve regeneration where the flexible 
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graphene electrodes could conform to the injury site and provide intimate electrical simulation for 
nerve cell regrowth.  
 
Key Words: Mesenchymal stem cell differentiation; Schwann cells; graphene; printable electronics; 
nerve cell growth 
 
 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs), isolated and derived from various connective tissue 
sources, have been widely used in cell-based regeneration therapies, transplantation purposes for 
tissue engineering, and regenerative medicine applications due to their accessibility, plasticity, 
multipotent character, and noncontroversial ethical nature[1-3]. The ability of MSCs to both 
differentiate into various cell lineages and secrete multiple neurotrophic factors via paracrine 
activity make them useful for cell-based regeneration therapies and transplantation[4-6]. MSC 
differentiation depends on multiple interacting biological, chemical and physical factors (e.g., the 
specific composition of the culture media and the mechanical properties of the extracellular matrix 
(ECM))[7-11]. The challenges associated with controlling these interconnected factors as well as 
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developing efficient scaffold materials that mimic the ECM have severely limited the ability of 
researchers to precisely direct the development of the implanted cell population, and hence, provide 
efficient/scalable differentiation protocols necessary for MSC clinical use[12, 13].  
Schwann cells are known to form myelin sheaths, promote axonal regeneration and secrete 
neurotropic factors, making them key players in approaches to facilitate peripheral nerve 
regeneration[5, 14, 15]. However, there are practical difficulties in obtaining SCs to facilitate peripheral 
nerve regeneration, such as lack of availability, issues with harvesting sufficient cell numbers 
needed, and transplantation. These difficulties can be circumvented using MSCs transdifferentiated 
into SCs, and MSCs can specifically be transdifferentiated into SCs through chemical stimuli[2, 4, 5, 16, 17]. 
However, the differentiation of MSCs into SC-like phenotypes for peripheral nerve regeneration 
through only electrical stimuli, free from any chemical or growth factors, potentially offers several 
advantages, but has not yet been reported. In fact, the differentiation of MSCs into neurons on 
different substrates through chemical and combined chemical-electrical stimuli has been widely 
investigated 16-20. In addition, there have been a few recent studies investigating the effect of 
electrical stimuli on neural stem cell differentiation into neurons on polymer supports[18-20]. 
However, none of these studies investigated the transdifferentiation of MSCs into SCs through the 
sole effect of electrical stimuli—a transdifferentiation process that eliminates the need for arduous 
chemical processing steps and expensive growth factors. 
Graphene-based materials (GBMs) GBMs have been used in numerous biomedical 
applications such as bioassays, biosensors, photothermal anticancer therapies, drug delivery 
strategies, as well as biological tissue scaffolding for various regenerative medicine applications 
including stem cell growth and differentiation applications.[21-23] [22, 24-26] The concomitance of 
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exceptional electrical and thermal conductivity, mechanical strength, chemical stability, non-toxicity, 
and biocompatibility make GBMs well-suited for tissue scaffolds that are capable of mediating cell 
growth, proliferation, and differentiation[22, 27-32]. GBMs have also been used to facilitate MSC 
attachment, proliferation, and differentiation.  For example, recent reports have shown that GBMs 
can promote differentiation of MSCs into various lineages, namely, osteoblast[33], cardiac[34] and 
chondrogenic[35].  
Herein we demonstrate the differentiation of MSCs into SC like phenotypes through 
electrical stimulation on an inkjet printed graphene IDE circuit made purely of a reduced graphene 
oxide ink without the addition of a conductive polymer additive. An IDE geometry was chosen for 
this particular application, due to its ability to amplify electrical signals into a spatially defined 
electrical field.  Similar IDE geometries have been used in a variety of physiological and cell culture 
studies including dielectrophoresis of biological materials and cell patterning, chemical sensors, and 
high energy density electrochemical devices[36-38]. The IDE circuit used in this work is developed by 
inkjet printing the formulated graphene ink onto a flexible polyimide surface and subsequently 
nanostructuring and annealing the printed ink with a post-print, rapid-pulse laser process.[39] Next, 
the printed graphene IDEs were seeded with MSCs for subsequent cellular differentiation studies.  
Fluorescent imaging was used to identify cell attachment/growth and verify the effectiveness of MSC 
transdifferentiation via electrical stimuli with graphene IDEs versus conventional chemical stimuli 
methods. Field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) was used to study the cell 
morphology and cellular interface of differentiated MSCs on the printed graphene while finite 
element analysis was employed to model the electrical potential and field lines associated with the 
graphene IDE.  
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2. Results and Discussion 
The fabrication of the graphene IDEs and subsequent MSC differentiation experiment are 
depicted in Figure 1. The graphene IDE is fabricated by ink jet printing graphene ink onto a 
mechanically flexible polyimide substrate with a line thickness of ~ 3.5 – 4 µm and IDE finger 
dimensions as follows:  400 µm finger width and 250 µm finger-to-finger spacing (see Experimental 
Section and Figure S1 in Supplementary Information).  Next, a pulsed laser process with a Nd:YAG 
laser (355 nm beam, 15 ns pulse width, 85 mJ cm−2 energy density) is employed to increase the 
electrical conductivity of the inkjet printed graphene (sheet resistance changes by three orders of 
magnitude from approximately 30 M/ to 1 k/, before and after laser processing respectively) 
while leaving the graphene support (i.e., the flexible polyimide) untouched (see Figure 1D).[39] 
    X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 
(XPS) measurements of the laser processed, printed graphene displayed C–C bonding without C-O 
signatures while the Raman Spectroscopy measurements displayed prominent D, G, and 2D peaks at 
~ 1360 cm-1, 1600 cm-1 and 2700 cm-1 respectively (see XPS and Raman Spectroscopy in Figure S2a & 
S2b in Supplemental Information and our previous work[39]).  These XPS and Raman spectroscopy 
data are characteristic of the sp2-honeycomb graphene and demonstrate how the laser processing 
converts the printed reduced graphene oxide flakes into a more graphitic, more electrically 
conductivity material.  Furthermore this laser processing changes the surface morphology of the 
printed graphene from relatively planar to one that is nanostructured with petal-like nano/micro 
structures (see Figure S1b in Supporting Information and our previous work[39])     These printed 
graphene IDEs are robust; the IDEs display minimal conductivity degradation after numerous 
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bending/flexing cycling and washing experiments (see Figures S3 and S4 in Supplementary 
Information and the Experimental Section).  
 
Figure 1. Fabrication and MSC differentiation protocol for the graphene IDEs.  (a) The inkjet printing 
of the graphene IDE on a flexible and bendable polyimide substrate (Fujifilm Dmatix Materials 
Printer is shown in the background). (b) An optical image of the graphene IDE circuit with 400 µm 
finger width, pitch of 250 µm, and printed graphene thickness of 3.5 – 4 µm. (c) Schematic diagram 
of the pulsed-laser processing setup used for post-print annealing. (d) Electrical sheet resistance 
measurements of the printed graphene IDE irradiated with distinct laser energies.  (e)  Schematic 
diagrams displaying the cell culture medium and application of sole-electrical stimulation to the IDE 
circuit while (f) displays schematic magnified views of MSCs and post-electrical stimulated 
differentiated SCs. 
 
The MSC differentiation experiments included sub-culturing and seeding the cells, isolated 
from the bone marrow of brown Norway rats, onto the graphene IDEs in order to observe cell 
attachment, proliferation and differentiation into SC like phenotypes upon application of electrical 
or chemical stimuli (see Figure 1). Following cell seeding, the cell attachment and proliferation on 
the graphene IDEs were observed for 3 days. The attachment and growth of undifferentiated MSCs 
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(uMSCs) on the surface of the graphene IDE upon cell seeding and prior to the electric field 
application were observed via FESEM images (Figure 2 (a) shows the cells after 24 hours and Figure 2 
(b) shows after 48 hours of incubation). The uMSCs were uniformly distributed over the printed 
graphene. It should be noted here that the graphene IDE does not require deposition of a 
conventional extracellular matrix (ECM) substrate (e.g., laminin) to enhance cellular attachment; the 
laser processed, inkjet printed graphene IDEs are sufficiently adhesive in nature for uMSC 
attachment and growth[22, 40].  Next, the microstructure and cellular interface with the graphene IDE 
were studied using FESEM imaging (Figure 2c and d).  The uMSCs (each with tens of micron spatial 
elongation, see Figure 2c) intimately attach to the nanostructured petal-like surface of the graphene 
IDE (Figure 2d).  This intimate surface attachment is most likely due to the π- π interactions of 
aromatic amino acids in the cell membrane that orient proteins with the graphene layer [22, 41, 42]. In 
addition, the hydrophobic nature of graphene could also facilitate the immobilization of extracellular 
matrix (ECM) proteins [22, 43], and accordingly facilitate physicochemical interactions which can 
further enhance cellular attachment and proliferation[22, 31] .  
 
Figure 2. FESEM images of undifferentiated MSCs (uMSCs) without electrical or chemical treatment 
on the graphene IDE after (a) 24 h of incubation (500X magnification) and (b) 48 h of incubation 
(500X magnification), respectively. Initial cell density: 1x105 cell/cm2. FESEM images of etMSCs on 
one of the representative graphene IDE fingers showing the cells (false-colored with pink for 
enhanced visualization) with (c) 500X magnification and (d) 12kX magnification respectively.  
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Cellular differentiation of the MSCs immobilized on the graphene IDEs was conducted via 
both chemical (ctMSCs) and electrical treatment (etMSCs).[14] MSCs were chemically differentiated 
on both the graphene IDE and 2D tissue culture polystyrene (2D TCPS) plates (see Figure 3). MSCs 
were electrically differentiated on the graphene IDE with a 100 mV signal (50 Hz frequency) applied 
for 10 min per day for 15 days via a potentiostat (CHI Instruments 600 Series).   To depict the degree 
of MSC differentiation into SC-like phenotypes, different sections of the graphene sample were 
investigated through immunocytochemistry (ICC) staining with glial markers (α-p75, α-S100 and α-
S100β) and the corresponding fluorescent images were captured to identify differentiation of MSCs 
to SCs[14, 44] (see Figure 3).  Note, a common glial marker, glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP), was not 
selected for the tests based on our previous data showing no expression of GFAP protein on 
chemically transdifferentiated MSCs [14].  
The etMSCs attached to the graphene IDE displayed the highest degrees of immunolabeling 
for all SC markers as compared to the ctMSCs and uMSCs. More than ~85% of the etMSCs on 
graphene displayed efficient staining for SC markers indicating successful electro-transdifferentiation 
which was comparable to ctMSCs grown on the 2D TCPS plate (Figure 3). Also, ctMSCs attached to 
the graphene IDE depicted more than ~75% immunolabeling of all markers as expected according to 
our previous results[14]. Note a control experiment displayed no significant cellular differentiation on 
the TCPS plates that received no electrical or chemical stimuli. Several physiochemical mechanisms 
may be leading to such enhanced cellular differentiation on GBMs including the ability of electrical 
and chemical induced differentiation to promote the upregulation of key neuronal gene expression 
through focal adhesion kinase signaling (FAK) or mitogen-activated protein kinase signaling (p38) 
pathways[28, 29, 31, 40, 45, 46]. In addition, the possible mechanisms of cellular differentiation via electrical 
stimulation could be associated with the altering cellular membrane potential through 
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hyperpolarization and depolarization, modification of ion channels including density and distribution 
of receptors, calcium channel activation, and up regulation of the ERK pathway[47-49]. In addition, the 
activation of various signaling pathways such as MAPK, PI3K and ROCK[50, 51], and the increase in 
intracellular ROS generation were pointed out as other reasons for electro-trans differentiation[50, 52]. 
 
Figure 3. Fluorescent immunolabeling study depicting transdifferentiation of uMSCs immobilized on 
the graphene IDE with electrical (etMSCs, 1st row) or chemical (ctMSCs, 2nd row) stimuli vs. uMSC 
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differentiation on a TCPS plate with chemical stimuli (ctMSCs, 3rd row). The control experiment 
displays uMSCs on 2D TCPS plates and graphene with no chemical treatment nor electrical 
treatment (4th and 5th rows).  ICC staining was conducted with the following glial cell markers, p75, 
s100 and s100β staining with Red: Cy3 and nuclear staining with Blue: DAPI. The initial cell density 
was 1x104 cell/cm2 and fluorescent images were acquired after 15 days of differentiation. 
 
All cellular simulation/treatment cases above (either electrical or chemical) showed 
significantly higher immunolabeling for Schwann-cell markers as compared to the untreated uMSCs 
on 2D TCPS plates in which no significant p75 and s100β staining was observed. In addition, although 
not as effective as in the case of etMSCs or ctMSCs, a very slight anti-S100 immunolabeling was also 
observed for the uMSCs on 2D TCPS plates. The ability of GBMs to enhance the transdifferentiation 
of uMSCs corroborates similar research reports that demonstrate transdifferentiation of other stem 
cells on GBMs via electrical stimuli in conjunction with the use of growth factors [29, 31, 40, 50, 53].  For 
example, Balikov et al.[54] recently reported neurogenic differentiation of human mesenchymal stem 
cells on different graphene supports using electrical stimuli, but their findings on neuronal 
differentiation did not show significant differences in neuronal differentiation with electrical 
stimulation for the conditions employed.  Therefore, the unique and significant advancement to the 
field described in this work is the ability to enhance the transdifferention of uMSCs to SC-like 
phenotypes by only electrical stimuli without the need for additional chemical growth factors.  
 Next, neurotrophic factors were monitored to further characterize the growth of the 
transdifferentiated uMSCs (Figure 4).  It should be noted here that transdifferentiated MSCs 
possessing SC-like phenotypes are also capable of secreting neurotrophic factors similar to the 
endogenous Schwann cells. The degree of this secretion changes depending on the microstructural 
and mechanical properties of the scaffold, which significantly affect cellular behavior such as 
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migration, spreading, proliferation and differentiation[4, 5, 14]. Therefore, the levels of cell secreted 
neurotrophic factors is also another important measure of functional cell differentiation to SC-like 
phenotypes.  Considering this, the amount of nerve growth factor (NGF), glial cell derived 
neurotrophic factor (GDNF), and brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) secreted from the 
chemically or electrically differentiated MSCs on the graphene IDEs as well as on the 2D TCPS control 
plates were detected using an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) (Figure 4). 
 
 
Figure 4. Paracrine activity displayed in released concentration of NGF, GDNF and BDNF from the 
etMSCs, ctMSCs and uMSCs grown/differentiated on the graphene IDE and 2D TCPS plates. Initial 
cell density: 1x104 cell/cm2. Incubation time 15 days. Letters “a” and “b” represent the insignificant 
statistical difference on NGF and GDNF secretion between ctMSCs on graphene and 2D TCPS Plates, 
respectively. Letter “c” represents the statistical insignificant difference in BDNF secretion from 
ctMSCs and uMSCs on 2D TCPS Plates and graphene (p > 0.05). Letter “d” represents the statistically 
insignificant differences in NGF secretion from uMSCs on 2D TCPS Plates and graphene (p > 0.05). 
Letter “e” represents the statistical insignificant difference in BDNF secretion from uMSCs on 2D 
TCPS Plates and graphene (p > 0.05).   The differences in all remaining cases are statistically 
significant (p < 0.05). 
 
Secreted NGF from the etMSCs on the graphene was observed to be significantly higher than 
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that of ctMSCs and uMSCs on either graphene or 2D TCPS plates (84.6  4.6 ng/mL for etMSCs on 
graphene, 54.5  0.4 ng/mL for ctMSCs on graphene, 53.9  4 ng/mL for ctMSCs on the 2D TCPS 
Plate, 28.5  3.8 ng/mL for uMSCs on the 2D TCPS Plate and 30.4  2.3 ng/mL for uMSCs on 
graphene, respectively; see Figure 4).  Concentration of NGF secreted from both ctMSCs 
differentiated graphene and 2D TCPS plates were nearly equivalent and a significant improvement 
over the control, uMSCs on 2D TCPS plates (Figure 4). A slight increase in GDNF and BDNF secretion 
(i.e., 3% increase for GDNF and 5% increase for BDNF) was also detected for the etMSCs 
transdifferentiated on the graphene IDEs as compared to the control while ctMSCs displayed 
negligible improvement. These results demonstrate that electrical stimuli provided by the graphene 
IDE (which provides an amplified electrical field as detailed via finite element analysis, Figure S5 and 
corresponding text in Supplementary Information) significantly enhanced the paracrine activity 
(nearly 3-fold increase in NGF secretion) as well as the degree of transdifferentiation.  These results 
corroborate earlier reports that demonstrate significant increases in NGF secretion while negligible 
change in BDNF and GDNF secretion were observed for electrically stimulated Schwann cells 
immobilized on glass slides [55, 56] while improving upon other reports that demonstrated lower levels 
of NGF secretion (~250 pg/ml to 85 ng/mL). [57] [55, 58]  
 
3. Conclusion 
Our work demonstrates for the first time the transdifferention of uMSCs to SC-like 
phenotypes solely via electrical stimuli without the need for additional chemical growth factors. This 
capability of solely electrically-induced MSC transdifferentiation provides numerous advantages over 
chemical-based differentiation protocols including:  1) eliminating the need of arduous chemical 
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processing steps; 2) reducing cost by eliminating the need for expensive growth factors; 3) 
potentially increasing the spatial control of stem cell differentiation via precise spatiotemporal 
electrical stimulation; and 4) the ability to create a low maintenance in vitro or in vivo artificial 
neural network (ANN) circuit for neural damage repairs such as in the spinal cord. [50, 59]. The scalable 
nanomanufacturing of graphene IDEs (ink jet printing of graphene followed by subsequent laser 
processing) enables the fabrication of graphene based circuits with complex geometries on virtually 
any substrate including flexible and degradable polymers.  Therefore, it is conceivable that this 
technology could be developed into an implantable independent addressable neural network circuit 
that could be internally or externally electrically stimulated for enabling in vivo stem cell 
differentiation for neuroregeneration.  Furthermore, the enabling inkjet printing and laser 
processing technologies could be utilized to create a dissolvable or absorbable neural interface 
material that would eliminate the need for an additional material extraction surgery and would 
mitigate scar tissue forming around a permeant implantable.  
 
4. Experimental Section 
 
Graphene ink formulation: The graphene ink was formulated according to our previous protocol.[39] 
Briefly, graphene ink (20 mL) was created by first vortexing pristine reduced graphene oxide (ACS 
Material, GnP1L) in a mixture of Cyclohexanone (85%, Sigma-aldrich 398241) with  Terpineol (15%, 
Sigma-Aldrich T3407) for 1 min at high speed in a falcon vortex tube (25 mL).  The graphene (70 mg) 
was mixed into the solvent (3.5 mg/ml).  Next, ethyl cellulose (3.5 mg/mL, viscosity 46 cP, 5% in 
toluene/ethanol 80:20(lit.), Sigma-Aldrich 433837) was also added to the solution and revortexed for 
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5 minute at high to ensure even solution mixing. The graphene ink was then probe sonicated (Sonics 
Vibra-cell VCX-750 ultrasonic processor) for an hour to break up any large particles. The solution was 
then bath sonicated for 12 hours at high power in order to break up the graphene into smaller 
particles. Finally, the solution was filtered through a 0.45µm syringe filter before printing. 
 
Graphene IDE circuit printing:  After ink formulation, the graphene was printed onto polyimide 
substrates (DuPong Kapton 125 µm thick) with a Fujifilm Dimatix Materials Printer (DMP2800) (see 
Figure 1 and S1 in Supporting Information). The ink was loaded into cartridges and printed through 
10 pL nominal drop volume nozzles. The waveform was optimized to print the graphene ink at 30 °C 
with a 30 µm drop spacing. The width of each of the graphene fingers was kept to 400 µm with a 
pitch of 250 µm and average thickness of ~ 3.5 – 4.0 µm. Laser processing of the printed electrodes 
was conducted using a Nd:YAG pulsed laser (355 nm; 15 nm pulse width) with energy density of 85 
mJ cm-2, as reported in our previous work.[39]   
 
Raman spectroscopy and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) of printed graphene:  The 
characteristic graphene features of the laser-processed printed graphene were characterized via 
both Raman spectroscopy and XPS (Figure S2 in Supplemental Information). Presence of three 
distinct and sharp peaks (D peak, G peak, and 2D peak at ~ 1360 cm-1, 1600 cm-1 and 2700 cm-1 
respectively) in the Raman spectrum and symmetric Lorentzian peak shape at ~ 285 eV 
(corresponding to C=C and C-C bonding in graphene lattice) in x-ray photoelectron spectrum indicate 
the crystal-phase purity of the laser-processed inkjet-printed graphene. Note that all other peaks 
shown in the XPS were identified with the substrate and background peaks as confirmed from a 
calibrated sample.      
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Mechanical bending, stability, and washing experiments test:  A series of mechanical bending tests 
were performed on the inkjet-printed graphene electrodes. For simplicity, graphene strips 
(rectangular strips ending in a circular end) were printed on polyimide while changes in electrical 
resistance during bending cycles was monitored with a voltammeter (Figure S3). Several bending 
cycle tests were conducted: first, periodic bending (over a fixed curvature) and straightening cycles 
were performed while the corresponding change in electrical resistance was measured after each 
cycle.  Next, the electrode was bent over four different radii of curvatures and while in a bent state, 
the change in the resistance was measured for each case.  Finally, the electrode was subjected to 
sharp bending (90  and 180) while the change in electrical resistance was measured.  The stability 
of the electrode was further tested by washing with lab detergent and measuring its electrical 
resistance before and after the washing (Figure S4). No substantial change in electrical resistance 
was observed. 
 
Cell culture and differentiation:  Brown Norway rat MSCs isolated in our previous work[14] were used 
throughout this study. The maintenance medium (MM) of minimum essential medium (α-MEM, 
Gibco BRL) supplemented by 20% fetal bovine serum (FBS; Atlanta Biologicals), 4 mM L-glutamine 
(Gibco), and antibiotic-antimycotic (Invitrogen) was used for cell culture. The cells grown in MM 
were incubated at 37ºC and 5% CO2 environment and a regular sub-culturing procedure was applied 
every 2-3 days when the cells reached 80% confluency as described previously[14, 15]. The original 
undifferentiated MSCs (uMSCs) were characterized based on SC marker immunolabeling and the 
level of secreted growth factors both before and after the transdifferentiation.  
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In vitro chemical and electrical transdifferentiation of MSCs into SC-like phenotypes.  Previously 
described protocols were applied for the in vitro chemical transdifferentiation of rat MSCs into SC-
like phenotypes[14, 15]. When the Rat MSCs, grown in T75 flasks under the mentioned cell culture 
environment reached ~85% confluency, the cells were harvested and seeded on graphene substrates 
and 2D TCPS plates. The initial cell density on the supports was adjusted to 1x104 cell/cm2. During 
three days, the attachment and proliferation of the cells on the graphene supports were observed. 
The characteristics of uMSCs were evaluated in terms of SC marker immunolabeling and growth 
factor release before the differentiation as described below.  Also, the transdifferentiation 
procedures (i.e., chemical and electrical stimulation) were conducted once the original, un-
differentiated MSCs covered 70-80% of the graphene surface area as outlined below.  
The chemical-driven transdifferentiation procedure was initiated by replacing the MM media 
with transdifferentiation media-1 (TDM-1: α-MEM supplemented with 1 mM b-mercaptoethanol 
(BME; Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA)) and incubating for one day (37ºC and 5% CO2 
atmosphere). The next day, TDM-1 was replaced with TDM-2 (α-MEM, 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) 
and Lall-trans-retinoic acid (35 ng/mL, ATRA; Sigma)) and further incubated for 3 days (37ºC under 
5% CO2 atmosphere). After 3 days of incubation, TDM-2 was replaced by TDM-3 (α-MEM, 10% FBS, 
14 µL forskolin (FSK; EMD Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA), platelet derived growth factor (5 ng/mL, 
PDGF; Sigma), basic fibroblast growth factor (10 ng/mL, bFGF, Promega Corporation, Madison, WI, 
USA) and heregulin β1 (200 ng/mL, HRG; Calbiochem, EMD Millipore)) and the cells were incubated 
(37ºC under 5% CO2 atmosphere for 8 days). At the end of 8 days, the chemical transdifferentiation 
on graphene and 2D TCPS plates were completed, but the cells were kept in TDM-2 for 3 more days. 
Cells were PBS washed prior to each media change. For the electrical transdifferentiation of MSCs, 
the same number of cells were seeded and grown on the graphene IDE and 2D TCPS plates in MM as 
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mentioned previously. Next, an electrical stimuli of 100mV at 50 Hz was applied for 10 min via a 
potentiostat electrically wired to the graphene IDE every day during 15 days. In every 2 days the MM 
media was refreshed from the same lot of serum. The electrical differentiation procedure was 
completed at the end of 15 days. The electrical stimuli application conditions (100mV at 50 Hz for 10 
min every day during 15 days) were selected based on physiological electric fields[60], our previous 
works[61-63] and previous reports[19, 31, 50, 53, 55, 56].  
Following transdifferentiation procedures (chemical and electrical), immunocytochemical 
(ICC) analysis were applied to the undifferentiated (uMSCs) control cells, chemically 
transdifferentiated MSCs (ctMSCs) and electrically transdifferentiated MSCs (etMSCs) in order to 
characterize their degree of MSC differentiation into SC like phenotypes. During the ICC analysis, the 
cells were rinsed with PBS and fixed by paraformaldehyde (4%) for 20 min at room temperature. The 
cells were then rinsed with PBS for 3 times and incubated in blocking buffer [5% normal donkey 
serum (NDS, Jackson ImmunoResearch, West Grove, PA, USA, 0.4% bovine serum albumin (BSA; 
Sigma) and 0.2% Triton X-100 (Fisher Scientific) in PBS] for one hour. Several antibodies including 
glial cell markers, calcium binding protein Rab-α-S100, Mo-α-S100β (Abcam-ab11178) and low-
affinity neutrophin factor Rab-α-p75 (Promega-G3231) were used for ICC analysis. Since SCs are 
reported to be positive for these three markers, they were selected to detect the differentiated 
MSCs. A homodimeric protein, s100, was selected as a specific marker for Schwann cells since it is 
often found in cells derived from the neural crest of Schwann cells. The s100β was selected as its 
expression was reported to gradually increase during Schwann cell differentiation[64]. The p75 NGF 
receptor (otherwise known as p75 neurotrophin receptor) was selected since it binds nerve growth 
factor (NGF), brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) as well as neurotrophins which are expressed 
in SCs[65]. Following the incubation in blocking buffer, the cells were further incubated with primary 
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antibodies at 4ºC overnight. On the following day, the cells were rinsed with PBS for 4 times and 
subsequently incubated in corresponding secondary antibodies, Donkey-α-Mouse-Cy3 (1:500, 
Jackson ImmunoResearch), Donkey-α-Rabbit-Cy3 (1:500, Jackson ImmunoResearch), and DAPI (4’,6-
diamidino-2-phenylindole) (1:2000, Invitrogen) for nuclei staining, all diluted in the same blocking 
solution. The cells were incubated for 90 min in the dark at room temperature and then rinsed with 
PBS for 3 times before the fluorescence microscopy imaging.  Following the electrical or chemical 
stimuli based transdifferentiation procedure, the graphene samples were investigated through ICC 
staining to depict the MSC differentiation into SC like phenotypes as mentioned above.  
 
FESEM Images of undifferentiated and differentiated MSCs:  In order to prepare the cells for FESEM 
imaging and maintain their morphology, both the undifferentiated uMSCs and differentiated etMSCs 
grown on graphene were exposed to a gradual dehydration procedure.  This dehydration procedure 
was conducted by first preparing a series of ethanol concentrations in distilled water (50%, 60%, 
70%, 80%, 90% and 100% ethanol). The MSC samples were washed with PBS buffer (no fixative 
added) three times to remove the cell culture media. The buffer solution was then replaced with the 
lowest concentration ethanol solution in the dehydration series and incubated for 15-20 minutes at 
room temperature. This procedure was continued with increasing ethanol concentrations (as 
detailed above) until the samples were immersed in ethanol (100%). After removing the ethanol, the 
samples were dried overnight. Before the FESEM imaging the samples were coated with 2 nm of 
iridium using a sputter coater.  
 
Paracrine activity of differentiated MSCs:  The neurotropic factor secreting capacity of MSCs 
differentiated through chemical and electrical stimuli on graphene supports and 2D TCPS plates 
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were evaluated by measuring the secreted NGF, BDNF and GDNF amount over 15 days. These three 
specific factors were selected due to their effects on nerve regeneration. NGF, secreted from SCs, 
has been identified as a potent regulator of the axonal signals that control myelination[66]. GDNF 
expression in SCs was reported to be induced upon nerve injury[67]. BDNF has been shown to be 
important in the growth of regenerating axons into peripheral nerve grafts and its secretion was 
upregulated in SCs[68].  For this purpose, uMSCs (density of 1x104 cell/cm2) were seeded onto the 
graphene IDE and regular chemical and electrical transdifferentiation procedures were applied as 
described above. The same procedures were also applied for the same cell density of uMSCs seeded 
on a 2D TCPS 6-well plate as a control. At the end of the transdifferentiation process, the etMSCs 
and ctMSCs present on the graphene substrates and 2D TCPS 6-well plates were further incubated 
(37ºC under 5% CO2) atmosphere for 15 days. The uMSCs on 2D TCPS plates were also analyzed as a 
control. The cell culture media was collected every two days and the released NGF, BDNF and GDNF 
amounts were detected through corresponding ELISA kits (Abcam Rat Beta NGF ELISA kit ab100757 
and Promega BDNF and GDNF Emax® ImmunoAssay Systems) by following the manufacturer’s 
procedure.  
 
Statistical analysis of cell populations:  Throughout this study, the significant differences between 
the cell populations were evaluated using ANOVA analysis by Tukey’s method with a 95% confidence 
interval. The results are presented as average standard deviation calculated from at least three 
independent experiments. 
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Inkjet printed graphene circuits induce Mesenchymal stem cell differentiation into Schwann cells 
via solely electrical stimulation.  Fluorescent immunolabeling and paracrine activity measurements 
reveal higher levels of differentiation for cells grown on and electrical stimulated by the graphene 
circuits vs. conventional chemical methods.  These results are a step towards the creation of 
implantable neural network circuits for in vivo stem cell differentiation for neuroregeneration. 
 
 
 
 
 
